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Based on the literature review，a survey research method was adopted in which 
questionnaires were administered to graduating master’s students about sources of job 
hunting pressure,personality, emotion regulation strategies and negative emotion. 
Statistical analyses such as T-test, ANOVA, correlation, regression, and structured 
equation modeling were used to investigate relationships  among sources of job 
hunting pressure, personality, emotion regulation strategies, negative emotion. 
Results suggests that:1, graduating master’s students’ sources of job hunting 
pressure are from hardware condition, location-constrained job hunting pressure , soft 
qualification, major factor, and social comparison; the most commonly used strategies 
are cognitive reappraisal and appropriate expression, while inhibition is rarely used; 
the major negative emotions are anxiety, self-condemination, frustration, helplessness. 
2, gender demonstrated significant main effect on sources of job hunting pressure, 
adaptive expression, the interaction of gender and subject had significant effects on  
sources of job hunting pressure; subject type showed significant main effect on 
negative emotion; siblings ranking demonstrated significant main effect in 
neuroticism; among other variables the main and interaction effects were not found 
significant. 3, sources of job hunting pressure, neuroticism significantly predicted  
negative emotion; cognitive reappraisal had significant effect, but could not predict 
the negative emotion; appropriate expression had no significant effect on negative 
emotion. 4, sources of job hunting pressure, neuroticism demonstrated significant 
direct effect on negative emotion, through neuroticism sources of job hunting pressure 
had indirect effect on negative emotion; emotion regulation strategies had direct effect 
on negative emotion,but not found significant, sources of job hunting pressure didn’t 
have an indirect effect on negative emotion through emotion regulation strategies, 
negative emotion under sources of job hunting pressure, the emotion regulation 
strategies mediating effect were not significant,neuroticism mediating effect was not 
significant. 
In this study,the emotion regulation strategies and personality were brought into 
job hunting pressure model at the same time, SEM technique was applied to explore  
the relationship between sources of job hunting pressure, mediating variables(emotion 
regulation strateges,personality) and negative emotion. The study enriched the 
existing literature and the results helped to clarify people's understanding: neuroticism 
has the greatest effect on negative emotions, sources of job hunting pressure followed, 
emotion regulation strategies have the smallest effect. The findings suggested that  
people should recognize the importance of personality in their daily education, with 
special emphasis on the cultivation of personality, and attention to neuroticism. 
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